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Acronyms
COWSO

Community Own Water Supply Organization

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

DWE

District Water Engineer

NAWAPO

National Water Policy (of 2002)

TARUWAS-Trust TAnga RUral WAter Service – Trust founded in 2013
WB

Water Board

VSA

Village Scheme Attendant

DP

Domestic Point / Public tap

WT

(cloth) Washing Table

WP

Water Point

SPOTT

SPOT Tanzania
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1.0 BACKGROUND
The Karumele renovation program (within
Rangwi area) is part of the “Water supply
renovation” project, to be done in 3 years
in the 5 different villages of Rangwi
project. It is situated in the district of
Lushoto in North-East of Tanzania. It was
planned forMamboleo in 2015, Goka,
Nkelei and Karumele in 2016 and Emao in
2017, the program was prepared by
Chamavita and SPOT Tanzania in
November 2013.
The implementation of the renovation of
the projects took place:

Renovated
 7 Public taps, incl. valve chambers





2 Air release valve and its chambers
2 Wash out outlets and its chambers
Construction of pipeline
Repair of storage tank of 90m3












Newly constructed/installed
4 Public taps, incl. valve chambers + one tap
for the village Mosque.
5 Cloth Washing tables
11 Water meters
2 branch line connected (300m)
11 water meters connected
Strengthening TARUWAS- Trust needs
240,000/= Tshs.
o Karumele has mobilized 140,000/=
remaining Tshs 100,000/=
Each village has conducted census of water
consumers (human and cattle)
5 DPs under construction
1 BPT (18m3) to be constructed

 For Mamboleo in the 1st half 2016.
The postponement of the planning Census of water consumers, 2016
Village
Sub-village/ No. Households *) Inhabitants Nos. of cattle
was caused by a disagreement
hamlet
between the villages in the aspect
Karumele
39
164
27
of paying for water.
Shwagoi
 Karumele is also executed in the
st
Mtogati
22
99
28
1 half of 2016, in close
Mbaru
20
99
8
cooperation with Mamboleo
total
81
362
63
village.
 Goka and Nkelei are realized in
*) This is the population that is served by the water from a tap (it is not the total population of the whole sub-village). The other part
2017.
 Emao will to be ready in December lives at the other side of the hill, not possible to be supplied by our gravity system.
2017.
Karumele is executed separately from
Goka and Nkelei, and is therefore
described in a different final report.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
During the SPOTT mission in February
2016 it was agreed with Karumele and
Mamboleo village leaders to start
renovation as soon as possible. Therefore
the renovation started in April 2016 to be
completed on the 20th of July 2016.
3.0 RENOVATION
3.1 STORAGE TANK
The storage tank at Mamboleo has a
capacity of 90m3 and serves for the two
villages Mamboleo and Karumele. The
tank has been plastered inside and the
sagging roof is corrected. The tank has an
inlet pipe of 3”. We have now connected
the inlet with a float valve to prevent
wastage of water by over-flowing. The
outlet pipe is a 4” HDPE pipe to Karumele
with a branch to Mamboleo village. A new
BPT tank of 15m3 is constructed. This will
serve the people of Karumele.

2
The constuction of a new public tap.

3
The preparation training for the Operation and Maintenance of the new water supply.
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Pictures of the 90m3 storage tank:
 4. This tank is approximately 35
years old, most of the time it was
not filled with water. The roof is
sagged and the walls are not
anymore water tight.
 5. During the renovation works,
the main works were:
 Getting the walls water
tight.
 Improve the roof so that
the sagging is corrected
and no rainwater will stand
on it.
 6. The tank is renovated and ready
for use.

4) Before the renovation: Sagged roof holds rain water

5) During renovation: Roof under improvement

6) Tank roof and the inside walls are renovated
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3.2 CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW BREAK
PRESSURE TANK
The construction of the 15m3 break
pressure tanks(BPT) at Nkelei is
underway. The BPTs are constructed
bigger (i.e. 15m3) than a normal BPT to
serve as small storage tank and to get the
water flow more quiet. Flow of water in
each BPT will be controlled by a float
valve. The new BPT at Nkelei is necessary
to for the water supply to Karumele.

3.3 RENOVATION OF MAIN PIPELINE
300m of 3” HDPE pipes has been replaced
between the BPT and the storage tank.
Two branch lines have been connected.
To prevent the problems caused by to be
expected soil erosion we have
constructed traps to filter soil, leaves and
grass*, in the run-off gullies. This is meant
to cover the exposed pipe with soil and
debris, to prevent to be exposed to
sunlight (the UV part of the sunlight gives
a change in the PVC material which
caused cracks).

7) Old BPT at Nkelei

9) There have been identified
50 runoff gullies like this
between Nkelei and
Mamboleo storagetank

8) New BPT (15m3) under construction, it will replace the one of picture 7

10) 300meters of 90mm damaged 11) Filter traps across the gullies will
pipes have been replaced
trap soil, grass, leaves and cover
by new ones from the
the pipes to prevent the UV burning
BPT (at Nkelei) to the main
tank in Mamboleo.
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3.4 Construction of DP’s and WT’s
In Karumele are 7 DP’s (public taps)
renovated and 5 are newly constructed.
Also 5 new cloth WT’s are constructed.

12) Construction of a DP at water point with
two existing WT (constructed in 2013)

13) Construction of a DP and a WT at a water point
which had before only standpipe like the ones below.

14, 15 and 16) Three old, badly constructed stand pipes.
4. Cooperation.
A) The planning and budget estimation for the renovation of the Karumele project took place in 2013 in cooperation with the DWE (District Water
Engineer office), the COWSO of Rangwi area named “ENGOMAKA” and the village government of Karumele. At that time Chamavita was busy to
increase the water quantity for the supply of the 5 villages belonging to the Rangwi water supply project. That was in equal interest of the total (5
different villages) Rangwi project.
B) In 2016, just before the start of the renovation of the Karumele and Mamboleo works, there was a difference of opinion between two groups of
villages. One side, group 1: Goka, Emao, and Nkelei – group 2: Karumele and Mamboleo. The difference of opinion is related to the location difference
in the gravity water supply system. Goka, Nkelei and Emao have always water, rain or no rain. Mamboleo and Karumele have no water when it has
been dry for a long period. Group two proposed a water division program for long dry periods. But group 1 did not really accept this proposal. That is
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probably also a cause in joining a O&M program leaded by TARUWAS from outside or not. Outsiders are more easy to support group 2, hereby group
1 is afraid for outside organised O&M.
5. Sustainability and ownership of the water system
According the Tanzanian NAWAPO law, the project is handed over to a representative body of all 5 villages within the supply area. It is an association,
the so called COWSO. The COWSO has to organize the total O&M of the water supply system, inclusive the collection of the water revenue so that one
can finance the O&M. Because of the opinion difference within the supply, so also in the COWSO, the COWSO has difficulties in manage the necessary
O&M that is why the DWE, Chamavita and the TARUWAS board is in discussion with this COWSO to hand over the O&M to TARUWAS. There is a
certain willingness from the COWSO, because they have handed over a financial start payment, i.e. 40% of the requested amount.
6. A picture impression of the situation for the renovation.
Information on the pictures before the renovation:


Picture 17, children of Karumele, watching the renovation work, in front of a public tap in poor condition.



Picture 18, the pipe junction receives water from a big reservoir, situated in Emao and the water goes from the junction to three different
directions in order to supply the villages of Mamboleo, Karumele, Nkelei and Hebuva (which is a hamlet of Nkelei).



Pictures 19, 20 and 21 are examples that the PVC and or polytheen (both plastics) are by not deep enough situated in the soil (from the past)
now exposed to sun light. That means that the material hardened and it has no strength after 15 up to 20 years, it simply crackes.



Picture 22 is an example of to be on the surface of the road, so the pipe deforms by the weight of the traffic. Next to it is also exposed to
sunlight and it gets the same problem as the pipes on picture 2 up 4. Picture 29 is a detail from the pipe deformation of picture 22



Picture 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28: soil erosion, caused by the runoff water from the rains, also called gully erosion. By this erosion the pipes are
extra exposed to the sunlight and get quickly problems with cracking, so leakage of water. Picture 27 and 28 even have a big hole, sometimes
pipe 28 got water and women waited to have some water from the hole. Also because the empty space around the pipes are big, so no
support on the soil, that also stimulates cracking.



Picture 29 is a detail of the pipe on picture 22, transformed by the heavy trucks and busses passing on this road.
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To Nkelei

DP/public tap in poor condition

From Emao
To Mamboleo - Karumele
To Hebuva

17

18

Soil erosion
19

Gully and soil erosion
20

11

Soil erosion

Too shallow laid in
the road

21

22

Gully erosion
23

24

Burnt by more than 10 years
UV sunlight and gully erosion
12

Gully erosion

Stream/river erosion
25

26

29
27

28
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7. A picture impression from some renovation works.
Some information:
 Picture 30 is a BPT tank, newly constructed, made to improve the supply for Karumele
 Picture 31, is a Public water tap with cloth washing tables.
 Picture 32: the improved existing store reservoir in Mamboleo, which serves the villages Karumele and Mamboleo.

30

31

14

32
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Annex 1 Karumele detailed Finance Report
INCOME
Transfers received from SPOT Tanzania and Wild Geese (Wilde Ganzen)
TSHS
* 22-04-2016 , rate
2383,57
from SPOTT which gives
4.216.535
* 01-05-2016, rate
2383,57
18061900
Tshs
was
earmarked
from WG from
for Mamboleo and Karumele.

20% of this quantity is used for Karumele

PROJECT EXPENSES
1.COST OF PIPES FROM LODHIA INDUSTRIES
2.COST OF FITTINGS FROM DAR ES SALAAM AND LUSHOTO
3.COST OF LABOURS TOTALS small tank,dp's,pipe laying and chambers
Total for the pipe laying
4. MATERIAL TRANSPORTATIONS TO SITES,cements and pipes
5.OFFICE OPERATIONS stationaries,travelling allowances
TOTAL EXPENSES

BALANCE for KARUMELE REHABILITATION PROJECT ACCOUNT
exchange rate August 2017:

Euros
1.769

3.612.380
7.828.915

1.516
3.285

2.857.000,00
913.500,00
2.893.125,00
6.663.625,00
680.000,00
257.515,00
7.601.140,00

1.064
340
1.077
2.481
253
96
2.830

227.775,33

85

2.686 Tshs for 1 €uro
0,000372 Euro for 1 Tshs

The planned budget of 2013 for Karumele was €2.117 Euro’s, (that is inclusive inflation and a contingency factor of 5%). The difference with the value of the
total expenses is caused by: i) the changing exchange rate towards the Euro, ii) the unpredictable inflation in Tanzania, iii) the salary increases in Tanzania.
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